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Federated learning is a new framework of machine learning, it trains models locally on multiple clients and then uploads local
models to the server for model aggregation iteratively until the model converges. In most cases, the local epochs of all clients
are set to the same value in federated learning. In practice, the clients are usually heterogeneous, which leads to the
inconsistent training speed of clients. The faster clients will remain idle for a long time to wait for the slower clients, which
prolongs the model training time. As the time cost of clients’ local training can reflect the clients’ training speed, and it can be
used to guide the dynamic setting of local epochs, we propose a method based on deep learning to predict the training time of
models on heterogeneous clients. First, a neural network is designed to extract the influence of different model features on
training time. Second, we propose a dimensionality reduction rule to extract the key features which have a great impact on
training time based on the influence of model features. Finally, we use the key features extracted by the dimensionality
reduction rule to train the time prediction model. Our experiments show that, compared with the current prediction method,
our method reduces 30% of model features and 25% of training data for the convolutional layer, 20% of model features and
20% of training data for the dense layer, while maintaining the same level of prediction error.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of 5G, “Intercon-
nection of All Things” has become a trend of information
technology. The speed of information circulation on the Inter-
net has reached an unprecedented level. The rapid informa-
tion circulation has brought a dramatic increase in data and
promoted the development of big data and artificial intelli-
gence technology. However, the interconnection of more
devices brings higher security risks. How to enjoy the benefits
brought by artificial intelligence on the premise of ensuring
data privacy has become a challenge.

In 2016, McMahan et al. [1] first proposed the concept of
federated learning to respond to the challenge. Multiple cli-
ents can jointly train the model under the coordination of
a central server or service provider in federated learning.
Each client uses its data to train the local model and uploads

the parameters of local model to the server for model aggre-
gation to achieve the global model. Therefore, the original
data of each client is stored locally without exchange or
transmission. At present, federated learning has been widely
applied to optimize the user experience on the premise of
protecting privacy in Google, Apple, and other enterprises.
For example, Google has widely used federated learning in
Gboard [2], Pixel mobile phone [3], and Android Message
[4], so as IOS13 [5] of Apple.

In the FedAvg algorithm proposed by McMahan et al.,
the central server generates a global model after aggregation
in each synchronization and then distributes the global
model to some clients which are selected randomly. When
the clients received the global model, they use their own data
to train their local models with the parameters of global
model in the specified epochs. After the local models are
trained, the clients will send them to the server, and the
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server will execute model aggregation with the weighted
average strategy. The global model will gradually converge
after several synchronizations. According to the FedAvg,
the update of global model in each synchronization can be

expressed by formula (1), where xðtÞg represents the parame-
ters of the global model in the t-th synchronization of model
aggregation, ni is the amount of client i’s data, and n denotes
the amount of all clients’ data. η is the client learning rate, τi
represents the number of client i’s local updates, which can
be obtained by bE∙ni/Bc, E is the number of local epochs,

B is the mini-batch size of the client, xðt,kÞi represents the
parameters of local model in k-th local update on i-th client
after the t − th synchronization, and gi denotes the local
model’s parameters gradient of client i.

x t+1ð Þ
g − x tð Þ
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In each synchronization of global model updating,
FedAvg sets the same number of local epochs E for all clients
participating in model aggregation, which will lead to ineffi-
cient training as the difference in training speed. A lot of
other federated learning algorithms are also set in the same
way, such as FedProx [6]. Although FedNova [7] has imple-
mented the training of the global model under the situation
of different local epochs, it randomly sets the number of
local epochs, which may set a small number of local epochs
for clients with high training speed, and leads to the idling
problem. But, FedNova gives us an inspiration: if we can
predict the model training time of clients, the local epochs
will be dynamically set according to the predicted training
time, which can reflect the training speed of clients.

As the idling of faster clients in federated learning will
prolong the training of global model, we propose to predict
the training time of deep learning models on heterogeneous
clients to guide dynamically set the number of local epochs.
In the deep learning task, the training time may be affected
by the amount of training data and the setting of hyperpara-
meters. We call the factors in training data and hyperpara-
meters that may affect the training time as model features.
Justus et al. [8] have trained a multilayer perceptron
(MLP) to predict the training time of layers in the neural
network using the model features and training time collected
on different GPUs. They divide model features into layer
features and predict the training time of the complete model
by accumulating the prediction results of multiple layers.
However, when the structure of the model is very complex
or the number of layers is very large, collecting many fea-
tures in each layer will increase the burden of the system
and hinder the convergence progress of global model. What
is more, when a new device is added to the federated learn-
ing system, it is necessary to collect a large amount of high
dimension training data on this device to tune the current
prediction model, which is very time-consuming and will
lead to long-term failure of training time prediction for the
new device.

To solve these problems, we propose a method based on
deep learning to reduce the number of model features and
the amount of training data required by training time pre-
diction. We first design a neural network to extract the influ-
ence of model features on training time, which can
accurately interpret the relationship between model features
and training time. Then, we propose a dimensionality reduc-
tion rule to extract the key features based on the influence of
model features on training time. A large number of experi-
ments show that compared with the current prediction
method, the features of the convolutional layer and dense
layer can be reduced by 30% and 20%, respectively, and
the error of training time prediction still maintains the orig-
inal level. At the same time, 25% convolutional layer training
data and 20% dense layer training data are reduced, which
speeds up the adaptation of the time prediction model to
the new device.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: in Section 2,
we discuss the related work in time prediction; in Section 3,
we introduce the method proposed in this work, including
our neural network and dimensionality reduction rule. We
also provide an algorithm to dynamically set the number
of local epochs in this section. To verify our work, we set
up a large number of experiments and interpret the experi-
mental results in Section 4. Finally, we provide the summary
of all work in Section 5.

2. Related Work

At first, machine learning regression algorithms are often
used to predict time series, such as linear regression, random
forest, and GBDT. Edelman et al. [9] use a linear regression
model to predict the execution time of surgery; Wang et al.
[10] train regression decision trees to predict the arrival time
of buses by using the nearest neighbor-based random forest
algorithm; Cheng et al. [11] use GBDT to predict traffic time
in different time ranges and find the variables which have a
great impact on prediction error. These regression methods
have good universality, and they can be used in many fields.
But, the error range of their prediction is very large, so they
can only be applied to scenarios with low sensitivity to time
fluctuations.

To narrow the error range of time series prediction,
some scholars have proposed the method with specific
domain knowledge to predict time series. It constructs math-
ematical models to achieve time series prediction, by study-
ing the calculation characteristics of the specific domain
such as PALEO [12] and Optimus [13] method. PALEO is
a method to predict the computing time by counting the
number of floating-point operations. It counts the number
of floating-point operations required in a model training
epoch and multiplies the number by a scale factor to predict
the training time. However, PALEO assumes that the whole
training process of the model is linearly related to the num-
ber of floating-point operations, ignoring some operations
that are not, such as parameter transmission. Unlike
PALEO, Optimus mathematically summarizes the factors
that affect model training, establishes a performance model
to evaluate the training speed, and can predict the model
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convergence according to online resources. Compared with
the regression methods, these works reduce the prediction
error range of model training time to a certain extent, but
the mathematical model established for the training is fuzzy
and it ignores some factors which contribute greatly to the
training time, resulting in instability of the prediction.

Because of the excellent performance of deep learning
models, researchers began to use deep learning methods
for predicting time series, and trying to further reduce the
error of time series prediction. Xu et al. [14] creatively com-
bine linear regression and deep belief network (DBN) to pre-
dict time series; PreVIous [15] trains the MLP model to
predict the inference time of convolutional neural networks
according to the throughput and energy consumption of
the Internet of Things vision device; Petersen et al. [16]
design a neural network mixed with convolutional layers
and LSTM layers to accurately predict the bus arrival time.
These works have achieved high prediction accuracy, but
their application in the training time prediction of deep
learning models is limited by the specific model structure.
Their time prediction models can only predict those network
structures contained in their training data (such as VGG
[17], ResNet [18], or user-defined network). When a net-
work with a new structure is encountered, their models need
to be retrained, that is, they cannot apply to other new deep
learning models. Although Fathom [19] has proved that the
inference time of a model can be estimated by another
model with a similar structure and known performance, its
prediction is very rough, and it is still to be proved that
whether this method can be used in the prediction of train-
ing time. In order to accurately predict the training time of
networks with different structures, Justus et al. divide the
neural network into layers and classify these layers (such as
convolutional layer and dense layer) according to the struc-
tural characteristics, then collect the layer features and train
an MLP model to predict the training time of a single layer
in the neural network, which can achieve high prediction
accuracy. This method has good generality. When a network
with a new structure is encountered, it only needs to predict
the training time of layers according to the layer model fea-
tures, and then the training time of the whole model can be
predicted by accumulating the training time of layers. How-
ever, there are some problems when Daniel Justus’method is
applied to federated learning: (1) the relationship between
model features and training time is not accurate. They
assumed that almost every model feature is necessary for
training time prediction, including features that have no or
little impact on the final result. (2) Too many unimportant
features need to be collected. When the neural network is
very deep, collecting features in every layer will increase
the burden of the federated learning system, and it is usually
difficult to obtain all details of clients’ models. (3) High
training cost caused by too much redundant training data.
Unimportant features produce a lot of redundant training
data, which increases the transfer training cost of the time
prediction model on the newly added device and reduces
the training efficiency of the global model.

To solve the above problems, we propose a training time
prediction method based on deep learning, which can reduce

the required model features and training data on the premise
of ensuring low prediction error and improve the feasibility
of practical application in federated learning. The contribu-
tions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We design a neural network to extract the influence
of model features on training time according to the
characteristics of the deep learning model, which
provides an effective analysis of the relationship
between model features and training time

(2) We propose a dimensionality reduction rule to
extract the key features that have a great impact on
training time according to the influence of features,
which can reduce the number of features required
for predicting model training time without loss of
prediction accuracy. By using the dimensionality
reduction rule, 7 dimensions are extracted from con-
volutional layer features (10 dimensions in total),
and 4 dimensions are extracted from dense layer fea-
tures (5 dimensions in total)

(3) We train the time prediction model using
dimension-reduced datasets. Compared with the
method of Justus et al., the training data of the con-
volutional layer is reduced by 25%, and the training
data of the dense layer is reduced by 20%, with the
error of prediction remaining at the same level

3. Methodology

In this section, we will introduce the overall process and
technical details of extracting the influence of model features
on training time, dimensionality reduction, and the algo-
rithm of dynamically setting the number of local epochs.
First, we prove the feasibility of accumulating the layers’
training time for the prediction of the whole network by
interpreting the calculation process of training. And we
describe the layer features based on the work of Justus
et al. in detail. Second, we introduce the structure of the neu-
ral network (Here we name our neural network weights
model), which is designed for extracting the influence of
model features on the training time. Third, we propose the
dimensionality reduction rule to extract the key features
which have a great impact on training time, based on the
influence of model features. Finally, we provide a representa-
tive algorithm for dynamically setting the number of local
epochs.

3.1. Feature Analysis. One training of neural network con-
sists of forward propagation and backward propagation.
With the widespread use of Batch Normalization [20] which
can speed up the convergence of neural networks, it usually
has to perform a batch of forward propagation before one
backward propagation. A complete round of training
(including multiple batches) of a neural network in the
training set is called an epoch. Generally, a model with high
accuracy needs to be trained many epochs until the model
converges. At present, the method of setting the number of
epochs is based on the experience of deep learning engineers.
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It needs to set the different number of epochs for different
models to achieve the specified accuracy. Therefore, it
becomes a challenge to accurately predict the training time
of models with the different number of epochs. In addition,
since the structures of models are heterogeneous, the train-
ing time will be significantly different. For example, the
training of the convolutional layer is usually more time-
consuming than the dense layer. Therefore, it is also a chal-
lenge to accurately predict the training time for models with
different structures. To solve these problems, Justus et al.
proposed a method to predict the training time of different
layers in a batch. The training time of the whole model in
one batch can be obtained by accumulating the prediction
results of layers. And the total training time can be predicted
by accumulating the training time in batches. Ulteriorly, we
prove the feasibility of predicting the whole model’s training
time through layers combined with the training characteris-
tics and structural characteristics of the deep learning model.

Usually, a neural network needs to be trained repeatedly
on the training set many times, which has obvious iteration
characteristics. According to the iteration, the time required
for model training can be expressed as formula (2), where E
represents the number of epochs, M represents the number
of batches in an epoch, and Tb denotes the training time in
a batch. The total number of batches in E epochs can be
obtained by bE∙n/Bc, n is the amount of training data, and
B is the size of a batch (i.e., batch size).

T = E∙M∙Tb =
E∙n
B

� �
∙Tb: ð2Þ

One training of the neural network consists of a batch of
forward propagation and one backward propagation. There-
fore, the time cost of the propagation can be expressed as
formula (3), tforward represents the time cost of forward prop-

agation, tbackward represents the time cost of backward prop-
agation, and xi is the i-th training data in a batch.

Tb = 〠
B

i=1
tforward xið Þ

 !
+ tbackward: ð3Þ

Combining formula (2) and formula (3), the training
time of a deep learning model can be described as the follow-
ing formula:

T = E∙
n
B
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∙ 〠

B
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A neural network is composed of many layers, and the
output of the current layer is used as the input of the next
layer. Besides the iteration characteristic of the training pro-
cess, the neural network also has obvious hierarchical struc-
ture characteristics. According to this hierarchy
characteristic, a complete neural network can be divided into
layers, and its forward and backward propagation can be
expressed as formulas (5) and (6) on layer level. tlforward
and tlbackward, respectively, represent the time cost of layer l
’s forward and backward propagation, and m denotes the
number of model layers.

tforward xið Þ = 〠
m

l=1
tlforward xið Þ, ð5Þ

tbackward = 〠
m

l=1
tlbackward: ð6Þ

Combining formula (4) with formulas (5) and (6), the
training time formula of the complete model with the layer’s

Table 1: The description of layer features.

Kind of features Features Description

Common features
Activation function

The activation function of neuron output, the common ones
are sigmoid, tanh, and relu, etc.

Optimizer
The optimization method of the model, the common ones are SGD,

Adadelta, Adagrad, momentum, Adam, and RMS prop, etc.

Dense features
Number of inputs

Since the MLP layers are fully connected, the input of each layer comes
from the output of the previous layer.

Number of neurons The number of neurons.

Convolutional features

Matrix size The size of the input data.

Kernel size The size of convolutional kernel.

Input depth The number of input channels.

Output depth The number of output channels.

Stride size The convolution step size of convolution kernel.

Input padding The number of edge padding after convolution.

Hardware features

GPU clock speed GPU clock cycle speed.

GPU memory bandwidth GPU bandwidth.

GPU core count
The number of GPU processing units, which represents

the number of CUDA cores in NVIDIA GPU.
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training time as the unit can be derived, as shown in the fol-
lowing formula.

T = E∙
n
B

j k
∙ 〠

B

i=1
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m

l=1
tlforward xið Þ

 !
+ 〠

m

l=1
tlbackward

" #
: ð7Þ

In summary, the training time of a single layer can be
used as the basic unit of the whole model’s training time.
Therefore, for models with number of different epochs, the
total training time of the model can be obtained by accumu-
lating training time in a batch; for models with different
structures, one batch training of the model can be obtained
by accumulating the forward and backward propagation
time of layers, well solved the two challenges in training time
prediction of models.

In order to predict the training time of a single layer, it is
necessary to analyze the layer features of neural networks.
First of all, we classify the layer features into common fea-
tures, dense features, convolutional features, and hardware
features according to the device characteristics and comput-
ing characteristics. And then we extract the features accord-
ing to the categories. The layer features are shown in Table 1.
Since the deep learning model contains a large number of
convolutional layers and dense layers, we mainly focus on
the convolutional layer and dense layer in this paper. And
we trained the time prediction model for the convolutional
layer and the dense layer, respectively, based on the data of

layer features and training time, which are collected on six
different types of GPUs (P100, V100, K40, K80, M60, and
1080ti).

3.2. Model Design. In the previous section, we analyzed the
layer features which may affect the training time of neural
networks by parsing the structure of different layers. How-
ever, we find that collecting layer features will increase the
system overhead for deep-seated neural networks. For exam-
ple, in terms of the ReNet101 with 100 convolutional layers
and 1 dense layer, if we collect 10 features of the convolu-
tional layer and 5 features of the dense layer, we finally need
to collect 1005 features to predict the training time of
ResNet101. For clients with low computing power, the pro-
cess of predicting will take a lot of time.

What is more, since there are a large-scale of heteroge-
neous devices in federated learning, we cannot use the time
prediction model to predict the training time of models for
newly added devices whose types are not in the set of preset
device types. To predict the training time for the new device,
we need to tune the parameters of the time prediction model
based on the training data collected on this device. But it
needs a long time to collect a large number of high dimen-
sion training data for tuning the time prediction model.
The prediction model cannot quickly adapt to the new
device, and the number of local epochs is set to be a fixed
value for a long time, which may lead to the clients remain-
ing idle with high training speed.

For cutting down the time cost of predicting and accel-
erating the adaptation of the time prediction model to new
devices, it is necessary to reduce the dimension of layer
features and redundant training data. In the case of ensur-
ing high prediction accuracy, we choose to exclude the
features that have no or little impact on training time.
So, the influence of model features on training time needs
to be analyzed.

In order to extract the influence of features, we abstract
the relationship between model features and training time
as f ðxÞ =wx, where x represents the model features, f ðxÞ
denotes the training time of a single layer, and w denotes
the weights of features which can be treated as the influence
of features. It should be noted that due to different value
ranges of features, and w cannot represent the real influence

N: Number of features

features

ReLu ReLu
ReLu&
dropoutReLuReLu

ReLu

It's Output: 1
Time cost of trainning

Input NInput N Weights: N

Layer n: 128Layer 3: 128Layer 2: 64
Layer 1: 32

Figure 1: The structure of weights model.

Table 2: Hyperparameter settings.

Hyperparameter Value

Initial learning rate 0.1

The decay period of learning rate 40

The decay ratio of learning rate 2− epoch/40b c

L2 regularization 0.00001

Dropout 0.2

Batchsize 128

Epoch 300

Activation ReLu

Optimizer Adam

Loss Mean squared error
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of features when simply taking the original feature data as x.
The value of x should be the standardized feature data.

In related work, we introduced some machine learning
regression models, including linear models and nonlinear
models. The linear regression model can directly extract
the features’ weights w, but it underperforms in time predic-
tion. The nonlinear models are difficult to extract w since
their weights are implicitly dispersed in the model parame-

ters. To get the weights of features accurately, we design a
weights model which can use a neural network to explicitly
extract features. The structure of the weights model is shown
in Figure 1. See Table 2 for the hyperparameter settings of
weights model.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the input of the weights
model is the standardized feature data, and the output is
the predicted training time. Each neuron of layers is

Input:W weights model, N the number of dataset, F feature set, Xk dataset k, Md the amount of dataset d
Output:Θ the set of key features
1: Initialize Θ
2: For each dataset
3: wi,j ⟵GetWeights ðW, XkÞ
4: ri,j ⟵rank ðwi,jÞ
5: End for
6: Forj in Fdo
7: meanrankj ⟵ ð1/NÞ∑N

d=1ð1/MdÞ∑Md
i=1ri,j

8: meanstdj ⟵ ð1/NÞ∑N
d=1RankStdðd, jÞ

9: Ifmeanrankj > s andmeanstdj < rthen
10: AddNewFeature ðΘ, jÞ
11: End if
12: End for
13: ReturnΘ

Algorithm 1: Dimensionality reduction.

Input: The K clients are indexed by i; B local minibatch size, T Coomunication time window, M time prediction model.
1: Server executes:

2: initialize xð0Þg

3: for each round t, t =1,2,…,Ndo
4: m⟵Max ðC∙K , 1Þ
5: St ⟵ ðrandom set of m clientsÞ
6: for each client i ∈ St in parallel: do

7: ηdðtÞi ⟵ClientUpdateði, xðtÞg ,MÞ
8: end for

9: xðt+1Þg ⟵ xðtÞg − τðtÞef f∑
m
i=1ðni/nÞηdðtÞi

10: end for

11: ClientUpdateði, xðtÞg ,MÞ:
12: xðtÞi ⟵ xðtÞg // Client receives the global model
13: Ni ⟵ (number of batches per epoch divided by B)

14: f ⟵GetFeaturesði, xðtÞi Þ
15: Ttrain ⟵ GetTrainingTime(M, f)
16: Ei ⟵ bT/Ttrainc
17: for each epoch from e to Eido
18: for each batch from k to Nido

19: xðt+1,kÞi ⟵ xðt,kÞi − ηgðt,kÞi

20: dðt,kÞi ⟵ dðt,kÞi + ð1/Ei ∗NiÞgiðxðt,kÞi Þ
21: dðtÞi ⟵ dðtÞi + dðt,kÞi
22: end for
23: end for

24: returnηdðtÞi to the Server

Algorithm 2: Dynamically set number of local epochs.
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activated by ReLu and then output. For ensuring the conver-
gence of the model, the settings of layer 1 to layer N are con-
sistent with the hidden layers of Justus et al.’s time
prediction model. In order to learn the weights of features,
we multiply the output of the weights layer and the input
layer, and then output after ReLu activation. The weights
of features w calculated from layer 1 to weights layer is mul-
tiplied by the feature data x to form f ðxÞ =wx.

Different from the simple linear model whose w is fixed,
the weight extracted by weights model will change with the
input data, which can fit the training data better. In weights
model, for each input data xi, the output is f ðxiÞ = gðxiÞxi,
where gðxiÞ is a weight function that the weight will change
with the input data. It can be obviously found that the
weight gðxiÞ is obtained by the deep learning model, which
means that it can not only benefit from the high accuracy
of the nonlinear model but also use the output of weight
layer to obtain the weight data explicitly. Justus et al. have
proved that their MLP model has higher prediction accuracy
than the linear regression model, but it cannot characterize
the performance of our weights model, which is the recon-
structed MLP. Therefore, we conduct the comparative
experiments to prove the superiority of weights model (see
Section 4.2 for the results).

3.3. Dimensionality Reduction Rule. We have introduced the
weights model gðxiÞ which used to extract the weights of
features in the last section. As the weights gðxiÞ will change
with the input data xi, the order of features’ influence (i.e.,
weights ranking) may fluctuate. For example, for input data
x1, the feature batchsize has the greatest influence, but for
data x2, its influence may be the smallest. The prediction
error will be further expanded and the influence of features
cannot be measured uniformly because of the fluctuation
of ðxiÞ. Therefore, we use the average ranking of feature
weights and the average standard deviation of weights rank-
ing to comprehensively analyze the influence of features.
The average ranking of feature weights can represent the
overall contribution of features to training time and the
average standard deviation of weights ranking can measure
the fluctuation of weights. According to these two metrics,
we propose a dimensionality reduction rule to extract the

Table 3: The description of datasets.

Datasets Description

P100_Conv Convolutional layer feature dataset of P100.

P100_Dense Dense layer feature dataset of P100.

V100_Conv Convolutional layer feature dataset of V100.

V100_Dense Dense layer feature dataset of V100.

K40_Conv Convolutional layer feature dataset of K40.

K40_Dense Dense layer feature dataset of K40.

All_Conv
Convolutional layer feature datasets of six

different types of GPUs, including P100, V100,
K40, K80, M60, and 1080ti (stacked dataset).

All_Dense
Dense layer feature datasets of six different
types of GPUs, including P100, V100, K40,
K80, M60, and 1080ti (stacked dataset).

Table 4: Layer features in the convolutional layer.

Features Description

Batchsize The size of a batch.

Elements_matrix The number of elements of input.

Elements_kernel
The number of elements of

convolutional kernel.

Channels_in The number of input channels.

Channels_out The number of output channels.

Padding The number of edge padding.

Strides The step size of convolution.

Use_bias Whether to use bias, 0: not use 1: use.

Opt_SGD
Whether to use SGD optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_Adadelta
Whether to use Adadelta optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_Adagrad
Whether to use Adagrad optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_Momentum
Whether to use momentum optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_Adam
Whether to use Adam optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_RMSProp
Whether to use RMSProp optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Act_relu
Whether to use ReLu activation,

0: not use 1: use.

Act_tanh
Whether to use tanh activation,

0: not use 1: use.

Act_sigmoid
Whether to use sigmoid activation,

0: not use 1: use.

Table 5: Layer features in the dense layer.

Features Description

Batchsize The size of a batch.

Dim_input The dimension of input.

Dim_output The dimension of output.

Opt_SGD
Whether to use SGD optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_Adadelta
Whether to use Adadelta optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_Adagrad
Whether to use Adagrad optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_Momentum
Whether to use momentum optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_Adam
Whether to use Adam optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Opt_RMSProp
Whether to use RMSProp optimizer,

0: not use 1: use.

Act_relu
Whether to use ReLu activation,

0: not use 1: use.

Act_tanh
Whether to use tanh activation,

0: not use 1: use.

Act_sigmoid
Whether to use sigmoid activation,

0: not use 1: use.
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key features that have a great overall influence on training
time. Our analysis method and dimensionality reduction
rule will be introduced in detail as follows.

Before analyzing the influence of feature weights, we first
need to extract the weights of features by weights model
based on multiple datasets described in Section 3.1. Then,
we use formula (8) to calculate the ranking of the j-th fea-
ture’s weight in weights data i, where wi,k represents the
weight of the k-th feature in the weight data i, and n repre-
sents the total number of features.

Rank i, jð Þ = 1 + 〠
n

k=1
max

wi,k
�� �� − wi,j

�� ���� ��
wi,k
�� �� − wi,j

�� �� , 0
 !

: ð8Þ

The standard deviation is an indicator which can reflect
the extent of data dispersion. For measuring the fluctuation
of the ranking of feature weights, we calculate the standard
deviation of weights’ ranking, and use RankStdðd, jÞ to rep-
resent the standard deviation of the j-th feature weight’s
ranking of dataset d.

Because of the device heterogeneity in federated learn-
ing, it is not universal to extract key features based only on
the dataset generated by a single device. Therefore, we ana-

lyze the weights of features in many datasets collected from
different GPUs. We use formula (9) to calculate the aver-
age ranking of feature weights to represent the overall
contribution of features on heterogeneous devices and
use formula (10) to obtain the average standard deviation
of weights ranking for measuring the overall fluctuation
extent of the weights ranking. Where N represents the
number of datasets, and Md represents the data volume
of dataset d.

MeanRank jð Þ = 1
N
〠
N

d=1

1
Md

〠
Md

i=1
Rank i, jð Þ, ð9Þ

MeanRankStd jð Þ = 1
N
〠
N

d=1
RankStd d, jð Þ: ð10Þ

MeanRank and MeanRankStd reflect the overall influ-
ence of features on training time from the perspective of
contribution and fluctuation. In order to reduce the fea-
ture dimension, we formulate a unified dimensionality
reduction rule according to MeanRank and MeanRankStd
for extracting the key features which have a great overall
impact on training time. The dimensionality reduction
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Figure 2: (a) The structures of baseline and weights model for single-GPU datasets. (b) The structures of baseline and weights model for
stacked datasets.
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rule can be expressed as formula (11), Θ represents the set
of key features, F is the collection of all features, and s and
r are constants, whose values need to be set according to
the MeanRank and MeanRankStd. Note that the values
of s and r are set empirically. After many experiments,
we found that the effect of dimensionality reduction is
the best when s is set to 1.55 and r is set to 8 for convo-
lutional layers in this paper. And for dense layers, s should
be set to 2 and r should be set to 8.

Θ = j ∣MeanRank Std jð Þ > s ∪MeanRank jð Þ < r, jϵFf g:
ð11Þ

The selection of key features by dimensionality reduc-
tion rule can be divided into the following two steps:

(1) Select the features with greater MeanRankStd
(greater than s)

From the metrics of MeanRankStd, the overall stability
of weights ranking can be intuitively judged. Features with
smaller MeanRankStd have a relatively stable overall influ-
ence on training time, while others with greater
MeanRankStd usually fluctuate wildly. As for features with

strong ranking fluctuations, we find that they may have a
small influence on some input data, but have a large influ-
ence on other data. It will cause serious deviations in the pre-
diction of training time without such features. So, we choose
to extract features with greater MeanRankStd.

(2) Select the features with smaller MeanRank (smaller
than r)

After screening in (1), there are some features with stable
rankings (smaller MeanRankStd) in the feature collection.
These features contain the ones with smaller MeanRank
which have a greater overall impact on training time, such
as the feature input channels whose influence is the largest
for almost every input data. Therefore, we select the features
with smaller MeanRank from the rest of the feature
collection.

The process of extracting key features using the dimen-
sionality reduction rule can be described by Algorithm 1.

By using the dimensionality reduction rule, the layer fea-
tures with no or little impact on training time will be elimi-
nated and the high prediction accuracy will be kept.
Therefore, the dimension of layer features and redundant
training data for the time prediction model will be reduced.
Such as the feature dimension and training data are reduced
by 30% and 25% for the convolutional layer, and they are
both reduced by 20% for the dense layer. We take Justus
et al.’s time prediction model as the baseline to verify the
accuracy of our dimensionality reduction rule. Then, we
retrain the baseline with the dimension-reduced dataset
and compare it with the original baseline. The results show
that the prediction error of the model trained with the
dimension-reduced dataset remains at the same level as the
original baseline. See the experimental analysis in Section
4.3 for details.
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Figure 3: Predicted time vs. observed time. The upper of the figure: predicted time vs. observed time on the convolutional feature datasets,
from left to right, is the results on P100_Conv, V100_Conv, K40_Conv, and All_Conv; the lower of the figure: predicted time vs. observed
time on the dense feature datasets, from left to right, is the results on P100_Dense, V100_Dense, K40_Dense, and All_Dense.

Table 6: Weights model vs. linear regression model on P100, V100,
and K40.

Datasets
RMSE

Weights model Linear regression model

P100_Conv 3.09ms 12.59ms

V100_Conv 1.85ms 9.46ms

K40_Conv 11.67ms 47.41ms
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3.4. Dynamically Setting Number of Local Epochs. In feder-
ated learning, each client only uses its own data for model
training. And most of the training data are generated by
the client itself. Due to the different characteristics of clients,
the distribution of data generated by different client is usu-
ally different. Therefore, the training data of federated learn-
ing is nonindependent and identically distributed (Non-
IID). Unfortunately, Non-IID will cause the divergence
between the local model and the global model, resulting in
the error convergence of the local model. If the number of
local epochs set for each client is different, it will undoubt-
edly aggravate the divergence of the local model. Therefore,
FedNova can eliminate the fast error convergence by nor-
malized averaging the gradients of local models and ensure
the convergence of the global model when set different num-
ber of local epochs for clients. The update of the global
model in FedNova can be described by the following for-
mula:

x t+1ð Þ
g − x tð Þ

g = −τ tð Þ
ef f 〠

m

i=1

ni
n
∙ηd tð Þ

i , where τi =
E∙ni
B

� �
: ð12Þ

Compared with the update of global model in FedAvg
(formula (1)), FedNova uses the normalized averaging gradi-

ent dðtÞi to replace the accumulation of the local model’s gra-

dient∑τi−1
k=0 giðxðt,kÞi Þ, which can restrict the error convergence

of local models. τðtÞef f in formula (11) can be treated as the
learning rate of the global model. It turns out that compared
with FedAvg, FedNova can improve the performance of the
global model while reducing the number of communications
between the clients and the server.

Although we can set different number of local epochs for
clients while ensuring good performance of the global model
by using FedNova, the problem of the clients with high train-
ing speed waiting for the clients with low training speed still
exists. This is because FedNova adopts a random sampling
method within a given value range to set the number of local
epochs, which may set a small number of epochs for the faster
clients and set a large number of epochs for the slower clients.

In order to solve the idling problem and improve the
training efficiency of global model, we predict the training
time of local models in FedNova for guiding the dynamic
setting of local epochs. It should be noted that training time
prediction can be combined with any algorithm that sup-
ports setting different numbers of local epochs for clients.
And we choose FedNova for its excellent performance. We
use the time prediction model trained with dimension-
reduced datasets to predict the training time of one epoch
of local models, and then we calculate the number of local
epochs for each client according to the time window of com-
munication between the client and the server. There are
many ways to combine FedNova and training time predic-
tion. For example, you can choose to predict the training
time of local models on the server side and calculate the
number of local epochs, or you can choose to send the time
prediction model to clients and let clients calculate the num-
ber of local epochs by themselves. In actual scenarios, the

Table 7: Weights model vs. baseline.

Datasets Model Test RMSE Test MAPE Validation RMSE Validation MAPE

P100_Conv
Baseline 2.962ms 14.36% 3.455ms 15.17%

Weights model 2.894ms 15.24% 3.091ms 14.58%

V100_Conv
Baseline 1.722ms 11.44% 1.547ms 11.13%

Weights model 1.660ms 11.03% 1.850ms 11.49%

K40_Conv
Baseline 10.136ms 15.59% 10.361ms 16.39%

Weights model 9.051ms 15.14% 11.675ms 15.16%

P100_Dense
Baseline 0.033ms 3.15% 0.032ms 3.04%

Weights model 0.032ms 3.05% 0.032ms 3.02%

V100_Dense
Baseline 0.051ms 6.26% 0.046ms 5.84%

Weights model 0.046ms 6.07% 0.047ms 6.10%

K40_Dense
Baseline 0.157ms 7.57% 0.179ms 7.92%

Weights model 0.159ms 7.11% 0.150ms 7.07%

All_Conv
Baseline 4.079ms 11.44% 4.021ms 11.16%

Weights model 4.273ms 10.40% 3.893ms 10.39%

All_Dense
Baseline 0.077ms 4.70% 0.074ms 4.68%

Weights model 0.077ms 4.72% 0.076ms 4.73%

Influence

Channels_in

Elements_kernal

Value

Figure 4: Nonlinear influence.
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way of dynamically setting the number of local epochs needs
to be determined according to specific needs. Next, we will
introduce the method based on the FedNova and training
time prediction algorithm, and the details are described in
Algorithm 2.

First, the server randomly selects some clients according
to proportion C and collects their model updates. Second,
the server aggregates the updates of the local models to the
global model and prepares the time prediction model for cli-
ents. Third, the client obtains the global model and time pre-
diction model from the server, divides the local dataset into
batches, and extracts the features required for time predic-
tion. Then, the client uses the time prediction model to pre-
dict the training time of one epoch of the local model and
calculates the number of local epochs according to the preset
communication time window T . Finally, the client uses Fed-
Nova to update the local model and send it to the server.

4. Experiments

In this section, we arrange experiments to verify the effec-
tiveness of our work, including the weights model and the
dimension reduction rule. First, the experimental settings
are introduced, including the selection and description of
datasets, the setting of model structure, the evaluation met-
rics, and the introduction of the experimental environment.
Second, we use the datasets collected on heterogeneous
GPUs to train the weights model for verifying its conver-
gence, and then we conduct a large number of comparative
experiments to compare the prediction error between
weights model and baseline. We also compare the perfor-
mance of weights model and linear regression model to
prove the superiority of our weights model. Finally, for ver-
ifying the effectiveness of the dimensionality reduction rule,
we train the baseline based on the complete dataset and the
dimension-reduced dataset, respectively, and then compare
the error level of prediction between them.

4.1. Experiment Settings

4.1.1. Datasets. We use the layer features described in Section
3.1 and use 8 different datasets for experiments. There are 6
datasets composed of common features, convolutional features,
dense features, and training time collected on different GPUs,
which we called single-GPU datasets. The other 2 datasets are
the stacking of these 6 datasets, which we called stacked data-
sets. In order to distinguish different types of GPU, we add three
hardware features to the stacked datasets: GPU bandwidth,
GPU processing units’ number, and GPU clock cycle speed.
See Table 3 for the description of the datasets.

The layer features selected in the convolutional layer are
shown in Table 4. One-hot encoding is used to represent dif-
ferent optimizers and activation functions for more appro-
priately measuring the feature distance.

The number of features in the dense layer is less than
that in the convolutional layer, and some features are differ-
ent, such as the dimension of input and the dimension of
output. The features selected in the dense layer are shown
in Table 5.

4.1.2. Model Settings. Compared with the baseline, we only
add a weights layer at the end of hidden layers for extracting
the weights of features, and the rest of the layers are the same
as the baseline. Note that the data volume of the stacked
datasets (All_Conv and All_Dense) is larger than single-
GPU datasets, and three more hardware features are added
to distinguish the GPUs. Therefore, for the single-GPU data-
sets and stacked datasets, the number of weights model’s
layers are different. Figure 2 shows the settings of the

Table 8: The standard deviation of convolutional feature weights
ranking.

Features
P100_
Conv

V100_
Conv

K40_
Conv

MeanRankStd

Batchsize 1.7653 1.3045 1.4026 1.4908

Elements_
matrix

2.3233 2.0775 1.1578 1.8529

Elements_
kernel

1.7904 2.2949 1.4356 1.8403

Channels_in 0.4440 0.4218 0.7599 0.5419

Channels_out 3.0549 2.1915 2.1091 2.4518

Padding 1.6192 1.8036 1.2830 1.5686

Strides 2.4347 2.0012 3.2603 2.5654

Use_bias 1.2580 1.5514 1.3097 1.3730

Opt_SGD 2.3229 3.0940 1.6340 2.3503

Opt_Adadelta 2.2164 2.8144 1.9606 2.3305

Opt_Adagrad 2.7459 2.4789 1.1959 2.1402

Opt_
Momentum

2.6090 2.1952 1.1699 1.9914

Opt_Adam 1.4019 2.1550 2.4311 1.9960

Opt_RMSProp 2.0723 2.3218 0.9707 1.7883

Act_relu 1.5234 1.0455 0.9251 1.1647

Act_tanh 1.7225 1.1762 1.4122 1.4370

Act_sigmoid 1.3042 1.1182 1.1107 1.1777

Table 9: The standard deviation of dense feature weight ranking.

Features
P100_
Dense

V100_
Dense

K40_
Dense

MeanRankStd

Batchsize 1.8927 1.4465 1.5556 1.6316

Dim_input 3.3842 2.2099 2.3296 2.6412

Dim_output 2.4491 2.7088 1.7920 2.3166

Opt_SGD 2.8395 2.9443 2.1840 2.6559

Opt_Adadelta 3.3851 2.9903 1.3891 2.5882

Opt_Adagrad 2.0481 3.0305 2.0840 2.3875

Opt_
Momentum

2.8527 2.9168 1.9885 2.5860

Opt_Adam 2.7488 2.9804 2.4706 2.7333

Opt_
RMSProp

3.4788 1.7232 2.0469 2.4163

Act_relu 1.8273 1.4856 1.0920 1.4683

Act_tanh 2.1289 2.2291 0.7319 1.6966

Act_sigmoid 2.2241 2.1797 1.1457 1.8498
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baseline and weights model for the single-GPU datasets and
the stacked datasets.

4.1.3. Metrics. We use the root mean square error (RMSE)
and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) to measure
the error between predicted training time and observed
training time. The calculation formula of RMSE is shown
in equation (13), and the unit is milliseconds (ms); the calcu-
lation formula of MAPE is shown in equation (14). Yobs,i
represents the observed training time of the i-th input data,
and Ypred,i represents the predicted training time of the
model of the i-th input data.

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑n

i=1 Yobs,i − Ypred,i
� 	2

n

s
, ð13Þ

MAPE = 100
n


 �
〠
n

i=1

Yobs,i − Ypred,i
Yobs,i

����
����: ð14Þ

4.1.4. Experimental Environment. The hardware environ-
ment of our experiments is a stand-alone machine, using a
CPU for training which contains 6 cores and 12 threads,
the main frequency of this CPU is 3.1GHz, and the memory
is 16G. And we use TensorFlow 1.13.2 framework on 64-bit
Windows 10 operating system to finish this program.

4.2. Analysis of Weights Model

4.2.1. Convergence Verification of Weights Model. In the con-
vergence verification of weights model, we train the weights
model using all datasets. Figure 3 shows the comparison of

predicted time and observed time on different datasets. On
the P100_Conv, V100_Conv, K40_Conv, and All_Conv, the
RMSE of weights model is 2.894ms, 1.660ms, 9.051ms,
and 4.273ms, respectively; on the P100_Dense, V100_Dense,
K40_Dense, and All_Dense, the RMSE of weights model is
0.032ms, 0.046ms, 0.159ms, and 0.077ms, respectively.
Therefore, the weights model has good convergence whether
based on single-GPU datasets (P100, V100, and K40) or
stacked datasets (All_Conv and All_Dense).

4.2.2. Weights Model vs. Linear Regression Model. In order
to verify the comparative analysis of the weights model
and linear regression model in Section 3.2, we use P100_
Conv, V100_ Conv, and K40_ Conv datasets to train the
weights model and linear regression model, respectively.
Table 6 shows the RMSE comparison between the linear
model and weights model. It can be seen that the error
of weights model is far lower than that of the linear
regression model. On the P100_ Conv, V100_ Conv, and
K40_ Conv datasets, the RMSE of the linear regression
model is 9.5ms, 7.61ms, and 35.74ms larger than the
weighted model, respectively.

4.2.3. Weights Model vs. Baseline. Since the training time
prediction accuracy of the weights model determines the
authenticity of feature weights extracted by weights model,
we divide the dataset into the training set, test set, and vali-
dation set according to the ratio of 8 : 1 : 1 and calculate the
test error and the validation error of the weights model to
prove the accuracy of weights model. The comparison of test
error and verification error between weights model and
baseline shows that weights model reaches the same error
level as the baseline on P100, V100, K40, and stacked data-
sets (see Table 7). It is worth mentioning that on the test sets
of K40_Conv, K40_Dense, P100_Dense, and All_Conv, the
MAPE of weights model is lower than baseline by 0.1%,
0.19%, 0.46%, and 1.04%, respectively, and on the test sets

Table 11: The mean ranking of dense feature weights.

Features
P100_
Dense

V100_
Dense

K40_
Dense

MeanRank

Batchsize 10.3196 10.6268 9.5132 10.1532

Dim_input 6.0088 4.9544 3.854 4.939066667

Dim_output 7.1052 4.882 5.9032 5.963466667

Opt_SGD 4.7872 7.2696 3.9624 5.339733333

Opt_Adadelta 4.396 4.2684 2.2148 3.6264

Opt_Adagrad 5.1912 6.3724 7.1868 6.250133333

Opt_
Momentum

8.072 7.9004 3.562 6.511466667

Opt_Adam 5.4128 3.7576 5.1504 4.7736

Opt_
RMSProp

7.35 2.5372 5.1288 5.005333333

Act_relu 6.0432 10.2896 9.9068 8.746533333

Act_tanh 5.6348 7.3096 11.452 8.132133333

Act_sigmoid 7.6792 7.832 10.1656 8.558933333

Table 10: The mean ranking of convolutional feature weights.

Features
P100_
Conv

V100_
Conv

K40_
Conv

MeanRank

Batchsize 8.692 9.574 5.702 7.989333333

Elements_
matrix

5.8396 8.6824 7.5608 7.360933333

Elements_
kernel

11.2952 11.7014 10.1 11.0322

Channels_in 1.09 1.0334 1.0112 1.044866667

Channels_out 7.0608 5.6072 12.0992 8.255733333

Padding 14.1344 13.7096 13.9144 13.91946667

Strides 8.9108 9.8826 8.4852 9.092866667

Use_bias 14.5956 14.595 15.7176 14.9694

Opt_SGD 6.3264 6.853 4.2328 5.804066667

Opt_Adadelta 3.764 7.3048 7.0828 6.050533333

Opt_Adagrad 7.732 5.3538 6.3752 6.487

Opt_
Momentum

5.2476 5.3584 11.0724 7.226133333

Opt_Adam 10.1944 3.6814 5.1448 6.3402

Opt_RMSProp 2.9736 4.107 5.9512 4.343933333

Act_relu 15.8232 15.6576 7.3332 12.938

Act_tanh 14.0576 15.8164 15.514 15.12933333

Act_sigmoid 15.2628 14.082 15.7032 15.016
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and validation sets of P100_Conv, the RMSE of weights
model is lower than baseline by 0.068ms and 0.364ms.

4.3. Analysis of Dimensionality Reduction Rule. In 4.2, we
proved that the weights model has good convergence and
has a high prediction accuracy that is not lower than base-
line. In this section, we will verify the effectiveness of the
dimensionality reduction rule. We use the weights model
to extract feature weights of different test sets to form the
weights datasets, then we use the dimensionality reduction
rule described in Section 3.3 to reduce the dimension of fea-
tures. After that, we compare the prediction error of the
model trained based on dimensionality-reduced data with
the original baseline.

In our experiments, we found that the ranking of feature
weights may fluctuate significantly for different input feature
data. We think it is because the influence of layer features on
training time does not necessarily change linearly. Assuming
the influence of channels_in and elements_kernel on the final
training time is shown in Figure 4, when the value of chan-
nels_in gradually decreases, its influence on the final result
is not necessarily greater than the elements_kernel.

Before using the dimensionality reduction rule, we use
formula (8) to calculate the ranking of feature weights in
each weights dataset. According to the first step of the
dimensionality reduction rule, we need to measure the fluc-
tuation of each feature weight, that is, the standard devia-
tion. Therefore, the standard deviation of weights ranking
and the average standard deviation of weights ranking are
calculated, see Tables 8 and 9. For the second step of the
dimensionality reduction rule, we calculate the average rank-
ing of each feature’s weight on all weights datasets and
obtain the overall average ranking on all datasets according
to formula (9). Tables 10 and 11, respectively, show the aver-

age ranking of feature weights on each dataset, as well as the
overall average ranking MeanRank.

Taking the convolutional features as an example, since
the optimizers and activation functions are represented by
one-hot encoding, we regard all optimizer fields (feature
name starting with opt_) as one feature opt and all activation
function fields (feature name starting with act_) as one fea-
ture act.

According to step 1 of the dimensionality reduction rule,
we select features with MeanRankStd greater than 1.55, the
results are elements_matrix, elements_kernel, channels_in,
channels_out, strides, and opt (all optimizer fields). The
remaining features with small MeanRankStd are batchsize,
channels_in, padding, use_bias, and act (all activation fields).

According to step 2 of the dimensionality reduction rule,
we select features with MeanRank less than 8 in batchsize,
channels, padding, use_bias, and act, and the results are
batchsize and channels_in.

Finally, by using the dimensionality reduction rule, we
get batchsize, channels_in, elements_matrix, elements_kernel,
channels_in, channels_out, strides, and opt. The convolu-
tional layer features are reduced by 3 dimensions (padding,
use_bias, and act), and the training data is reduced by 5
dimensions (padding, use_bias, act_relu, act_tanh, and act_
sigmoid).

For the dense layer features, we use the same method.
According to the dimensionality reduction rule, we exclude
features that have less influence on training time, including
act_relu, act_tanh, act_sigmoid, and batchsize. It should be
noted that the dense layer has the parameter-intensive char-
acteristic, which means that the transmission of parameters
takes a long time. However, the time overhead of parameter
transmission was ignored in our datasets. According to the
forward propagation process of the neural network, the
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Figure 5: Predicted time vs. observed time. The upper of the figure: predicted time vs. observed time on the convolutional feature
dimension-reduced datasets, from left to right, is the results on P100_Conv_small, V100_Conv_small, K40_Conv_small, and All_Conv_
small; the lower of the figure: predicted time vs. observed time on the dense feature dimension-reduced datasets, from left to right, is the
results on P100_Dense_small, V100_Dense_small, K40_Dense_small, and All_Dense_small.
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dense layer must perform one forward propagation calcula-
tion for one input data, and it must perform a batch of for-
ward propagation for a batch of input data. Therefore, the
batchsize determines the number of times the parameters
are transmitted, which should not be excluded.

After extracting key features by dimensionality reduction
rule, we filter the training sets and get the dimension-
reduced datasets on P100_Conv, V100_Conv, K40_Conv,
All_Conv, P100_Dense, V100_Dense, K40_Dense, and All_
Dense (We add _ small represents the dimension-reduced
datasets. For example, the dimension-reduced dataset of
P100_Conv is P100_ Conv_ small). For verifying the validity
of dimension-reduced datasets, we use the dimension-
reduced datasets to train the baseline, and the trained model
is called baseline_small. And our experiments have proved
that baseline_small also has good convergence. Figure 5
shows the comparison of predicted time and observed time
of baseline_small on the test sets.

For determining whether the dimension-reduced data-
sets caused the loss of prediction accuracy, we calculated
the RMSE and MAPE of baseline and baseline_small on all
datasets. The results are shown in Table 12. For the convolu-
tional layer datasets, the baseline_small test RMSE is
0.1385ms lower than the baseline on average, the verification
RMSE is 0.3664ms higher than the baseline on average; for
the dense layer datasets, the baseline_small test RMSE is
0.0078ms lower than the baseline on average, and the verifi-
cation RMSE is 0.015ms lower than the baseline. It is worth
mentioning that for the dense layer datasets, both RMSE and
MAPE of baseline_small are lower than baseline. We con-
sider it is because there are some features in the dense layer
that have no contribution to the training time. These features
will disturb the data distribution and increase the prediction
error of the model.

The experiments show that after reducing the convolu-
tional layer features by 30% and the training data by 25%,

the error level of prediction is still consistent with the origi-
nal baseline; after reducing the dense layer features by 20%
and the training data by 20%, the error level is generally
lower than the baseline, which proves the effectiveness of
our weights model and dimensionality reduction rule.

5. Conclusion

For the problem of setting the number of local epochs for
heterogeneous clients in federated learning, we propose a
solution of predicting the training time of deep learning
tasks on clients to guide the dynamic setting number of local
epochs. We design the weights model to extract the weights
of features and accurately interpret the relationship between
model features and training time. This paper focuses on the
combination of weights model and dimensionality reduction
rule to extract the key features for reducing the dimension of
features and redundant training data required by the time
prediction model. The purpose of our work is to improve
the feasibility of predicting the training time of deep learning
models on heterogeneous clients in federated learning, so as
to dynamically set the number of local epochs for clients.
Compared with the existing methods, the results of our
experiments show that (1) the weights model has good con-
vergence on heterogeneous devices; (2) the predicted train-
ing time of weights model reaches the same error level as
baseline; (3) the dimensionality reduction rule in this paper
can reduce 30% features and 25% redundant data for the
convolutional layer and reduce 20% features and 20% redun-
dant data for the dense layer, while maintaining high predic-
tion accuracy.

Data Availability

Previously reported [Model Features] data were used to sup-
port this study and are available at [10.1109/

Table 12: Baseline vs. baseline_small.

Datasets Model Test RMSE Test MAPE Validation RMSE Validation MAPE

P100_Conv
Baseline 2.962ms 14.36% 3.455ms 15.17%

Baseline_small 2.838ms 15.27% 3.0948ms 15.47%

V100_Conv
Baseline 1.722ms 11.44% 1.547ms 11.13%

Baseline_small 1.762ms 11.80% 1.791ms 11.80%

K40_Conv
Baseline 10.136ms 15.59% 10.361ms 16.39%

Baseline_small 9.882ms 16.01% 11.508ms 16.68%

P100_Dense
Baseline 0.033ms 3.15% 0.032ms 3.04%

Baseline_small 0.027ms 2.86% 0.031ms 2.92%

V100_Dense
Baseline 0.051ms 6.26% 0.046ms 5.84%

Baseline_small 0.044ms 5.49% 0.045ms 5.45%

K40_Dense
Baseline 0.157ms 7.57% 0.179ms 7.92%

Baseline_small 0.154ms 6.60% 0.140ms 6.60%

All_Conv
Baseline 4.079ms 11.44% 4.021ms 11.16%

Baseline_small 4.001ms 11.89% 4.090ms 12.10%

All_Dense
Baseline 0.077ms 4.70% 0.074ms 4.68%

Baseline_small 0.069ms 4.70% 0.070ms 4.75%
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BigData.2018.8622396]. These prior studies (and datasets)
are cited at relevant places within the text as references [8].
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